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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

Disposition ofClaims

I. Claims 11, 13-14, 17, 19, and 22-28 remain pending in the application.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

The following is a quotation ofthe second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 1 12:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming the

subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

II. Claims 11, 14, and 19 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 12, second paragraph, as

being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards as the invention.

Regarding claim 1 1

:

Claim 1 1 recites "a pilot strength measurement message generator. . .operative to produce

the pilot strength measurement message including at least the long term filtered measurement

data if a strongest pilot signal represented by corresponding long term filtered measurement data

generated by at least one ofthe plurality of finger receivers is greater than a first threshold and

wherein the pilot strength measurement message includes at least the long term filtered

measurement data from the respective plurality of finger receivers if the strongest pilot signal

represented by the long term filtered measiirement data is less than the first threshold and greater

than a second threshold, and if either a number of candidate pilots is greater than three, or a

number of active pilots is greater than one, otlierwise . the pilot strength measurement message

includes at least the short term filtered measurement data." in lines 9-19.
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This limitation is unclear because it does not adequately describe when the pilot strength

measurement message includes at least the long term filtered measurement data. The limitation

appears to indicate that the pilot strength measurement message includes at least the long term

filtered measurement data ifthree separate and distinct conditions occur all at the same time,

wherein at least two of those conditions contradict one another. For example: it is unclear how

the pilot strength measurement message can include at least the long term filtered measurement

data ifa strongest pilot signal represented by corresponding long term filtered measurement data

generated by at least one ofthe plurality of finger receivers is greater than a first threshold and if

the strongest pilot signal represented by the long term filtered measurement data is less than the

first threshold and greater than a second threshold, and if either a number of candidate pilots is

greater than three, or a number of active pilots is greater than one.

The limitation is also unclear because it does not adequately describe when the pilot

strength measurement message includes at least the short term filtered measurement data. After

stating the occurrence of three separate and distinct conditions in lines 9-18 the claim states in

lines 18-19 that "otherwise, the pilot strength measurement message includes at least the short

term filtered measurement data. The term "otherwise" in this limitation is unclear because it

does not specifically refer to any of the conditions stated in lines 9-18.

The above limitation renders the claim indefinite for failing to particularly point out and

distinctly claim the subject matter which applicant regards as the invention.
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Regarding claim 14:

Claim 14 recites "receiving long term filtered measurement data corresponding to at least

either a plurality of pilot signals, or short term filtered measurement data corresponding to at

least one ofthe plurality of pilot signal" in lines 3-5. It is unclear how long term filtered

measurement data can correspond to "short term filtered measurement data corresponding to at

least one of the plurality of pilot signal".

Claim 14 recites
"
producing a pilot strength measurement message based on one of: the

long term filtered measurement data, in response to receiving the long term filtered measurement

data corresponding to at least one of the plurality of pilot signals, and the short term filtered

measurement data corresponding to at least one of the plurality of pilot signals; producing the

pilot strength measurement message based on at least the short term filtered measurement data if

a strongest pilot signal represented by corresponding long term filtered measurement data is less

than a threshold. . .and producing the pilot strength measurement message including at least the

short term filtered measurement data based on at least one of either a number of pilot signals in

the active set, or a number of pilot signals in the candidate set".

This limitation is unclear because it does not adequately describe what producing the

pilot strength measurement message is based on. The limitation appears to indicate that

producing the pilot strength measurement message is based on five separate and distinct

conditions, wherein at least two ofthose conditions contradict one another. For example: it is

unclear how producing the pilot strength measurement message can be based on "the short term

filtered measurement data corresponding to at least one ofthe plurality of pilot signals" and also
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be based on "the short term filtered measurement data if a strongest pilot signal represented by

corresponding long term filtered measurement data is less than a threshold".

The above limitations render the claim indefinite for failing to particularly point out and

distinctly claim the subject matter which applicant regards as the invention.

Regarding claim 19:

Claim 19 recites "producing the pilot strength measurement message including at least

the long term filtered measurement data when the strongest pilot signal represented by

corresponding long term filtered measurement data is less than the first drop threshold and

greater than the second threshold and either when a number of candidate pilots is greater than

one, or when a number of active pilots is greater than two ." in lines 3-7. The limitation is

unclear because it does not adequately describe what the term "either" in line 6 refers to.

The above limitation renders the claim indefinite for failing to particularly point out and

distinctly claim the subject matter which applicant regards as the invention.

The following art rejection is based on the best possible claim interpretation in light of

the rejections under 35 U.S.C. 1 12, second paragraph.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the dirrci cnccs bciw eenthe subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a w ht)lc wduIcI have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

III. This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of

the claims under 35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of the various

claims was commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein were made absent any

evidence to the contrary. Applicant is advised ofthe obligation under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out

the inventor and invention dates of each claim that was not commonly owned at the time a later

invention was made in order for the examiner to consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103(c)

and potential 35 U.S.C. 102(e), (f) or (g) prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103(a).

The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1,148 USPQ 459

(1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining obviousness under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:

1 . Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue.

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating obviousness

or nonobviousness.
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IV. Claims 11, 13-14, 17, 19, and 22-28 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Tiedemann, Jr. (US 7,009,953 B2) in view ofPan et al. (US 2004/0198280

Al).

Regarding claim 1 1 Tiedemann, Jr. teaches a wireless device for producing a pilot

strength measurement message (see col. 6, lines 41-45). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches a plurality of

finger receivers each operative to receive at least one of either an active pilot signal or a

candidate pilot signal operative to generate measurement data (see col. 7, lines 64-67 and col. 8,

lines 1-8 & 20-23). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches a scan search receiver also operative to receive the at

least one of either the active pilot signal or the candidate pilot signal, and in response, operative

to generate corresponding measurement data (see col. 8, lines 56-65). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches a

pilot strength measurement message generator, operatively coupled to the plurality of finger

receivers and to the scan search receiver, and operative to produce the pilot strength

measurement message including at least the measurement data if a strongest pilot signal

represented by corresponding measurement data generated is greater than the a first threshold

(see col. 6, lines 41-45). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches wherein the pilot strength measurement

message includes measurement data if a strongest pilot signal represented by the measurement

data is less than a first threshold and greater than a second threshold, and if either a number of

candidate pilots is greater than three, or a number of active pilots is greater than one (see col. 6,

lines 35-50, add and drop threshold relates to first and second thresholds). Tiedemann, Jr. does

not specifically teach finger receivers generating long term filtered measurement data; a scan

search receiver generating short term measurement data; and a pilot strength measurement

message including either long term filtered measurement data or short term filtered measurement
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data based upon if received pilot signals are greater than or less than a threshold. Pan teaches

using long term filtered measurement data or short term filtered measurement data according to

the signal strength and characteristic ofreceived pilot signals (see paragraphs [0038] - [0040],

response time of filter relates to long term or short term measurement data).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention

was made to make the device adapt to include finger receivers generating long term filtered

measurement data; a scan search receiver generating short term measurement data; and a pilot

strength measurement message including either long term filtered measurement data or short

term filtered measurement data based upon if received pilot signals are greater than or less than a

threshold because the measurement data generated from the received pilot signals in Tiedemann,

Jr. (see Tiedemann, Jr. col. 7, lines 64-67 and col. 8, lines 1-8 & 20-23) can be filtered long or

short term and the combination would allow for the improved optimization of handoff and

system access that both references are concerned with (see Tiedemann, Jr.. col. 2, lines 62-65

and Pan, paragraph [0018]).

Regarding claim 13 Tiedemann, Jr. teaches wherein the threshold includes a drop

threshold (see col. 6, lines 48-52).

Regarding claim 14 Tiedemann, Jr. teaches a method for producing a pilot strength

measurement message (see col. 6, lines 36-45). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches receiving measurement

data corresponding to at least either a plurality of pilot signals (see col. 8, lines 18-22 & 56-65).

Tiedemann, Jr. teaches producing a pilot strength measurement message based on measurement

data corresponding to at least one ofthe plurality of pilot signals (see col. 6, lines 35-46 and col.

8, lines 56-65). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches producing a pilot strength measurement message based
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on at least the measurement data if a strongest pilot signal represented by corresponding

measurement data is less than a threshold (see col. 6, lines 36-41). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches

receiving an active set ofpilot signals and a candidate set of pilot signals (see col. 5, lines 65-67

and col. 6, lines 1-10). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches producing the pilot strength measurement

message including measurement data based on at least one of either a number of pilot signals in

the active set, and a number of pilot signals in the candidate set (see col. 6, lines 4-10 & 25-45).

Tiedemann, Jr. does not specifically teach receiving long term filtered measurement data and

short term filtered measurement data corresponding to pilot signals; and producing a pilot

strength measurement message based on one of long term filtered measurement data and short

term filtered measurement data. Pan teaches a using long term filtered measurement data or

short term filtered measurement data according to the signal strength and characteristic of

received pilot signals (see paragraphs [0038] - [0040], response time of filter relates to long term

or short term measurement data).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention

was made to make the device adapt to include receiving long term filtered measurement data and

short term filtered measurement data corresponding to pilot signals; and producing a pilot

strength measurement message based on one of long term filtered measurement data and short

term filtered measurement data because the measurement data generated from the received pilot

signals in Tiedemann, Jr. (see Tiedemann, Jr. col. 7, lines 64-67 and col. 8, lines 1-8 & 20-23)

can be filtered long or short term and the combination would allow for the improved

optimization of handoff and system access that both references are concerned with (see

Tiedemann, Jr.. col. 2, lines 62-65 and Pan, paragraph [0018]).
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Regarding claim 17 Tiedemann, Jr. teaches a method for producing a pilot strength

measurement message (see col. 6, lines 36-45). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches receiving a plurality of

pilot signals (see col. 8, lines 18-22 & 56-65). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches producing measurement

data corresponding to at least one ofthe plurality of pilot signals (see col. 6, lines 35-46 and col.

8, lines 56-65). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches producing a pilot strength measurement message based

on at least the measurement data when a strongest pilot signal represented by corresponding

measurement data is greater than a threshold (see col. 6, lines 41-46). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches

receiving an active set ofpilot signals and a candidate set of pilot signals (see col. 5, lines 65-67

and col. 6, lines 1-10). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches producing the pilot strength measurement

message including measurement data based on at least one of a number of pilot signals in the

active set, and a number of pilot signals in the candidate set (see col. 6, lines 4-10 & 25-45).

Tiedemann, Jr. does not specifically teach producing long term filtered measurement data and

short term filtered measurement data corresponding to pilot signals; and producing a pilot

strength measurement message based on one of long term filtered measurement data and short

term filtered measurement data. Pan teaches using long term filtered measurement data or short

term filtered measurement data according to the signal strength and characteristic ofreceived

pilot signals (see paragraphs [0038] - [0040], response time of filter relates to long term or short

term measurement data).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention

was made to make the device adapt to include producing long term filtered measurement data

and short term filtered measurement data corresponding to pilot signals; and producing a pilot

strength measurement message based on one of long term filtered measurement data and short
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term filtered measurement data because the measurement data generated from the received pilot

signals in Tiedemann, Jr. (see Tiedemann, Jr. col. 7, lines 64-67 and col. 8, lines 1-8 & 20-23)

can be filtered long or short term and the combination would allow for the improved

optimization of handoff and system access that both references are concerned with (see

Tiedemann, Jr.. col. 2, lines 62-65 and Pan, paragraph [0018]).

Regarding claim 19 Tiedemann, Jr. teaches receiving an active set of pilots and a

candidate set of pilot signals (see col. 5, lines 65-67 and col. 6, lines 1-10). Tiedemann, Jr.

teaches producing the pilot strength measurement message including measurement data when the

strongest pilot signal represented by corresponding measurement data is less than a first drop

threshold and greater than a second threshold and at least one ofwhen a number of candidate

pilots is greater than one, and either when a number of active pilots is greater than one (see col.

6, lines 36-45). Tiedemann, Jr. does not specifically teach long term filtered measurement data.

Pan teaches a using long term filtered measurement data according to the signal strength and

characteristic of received pilot signals (see paragraphs [0038] - [0040], response time of filter

relates to long term or short term measurement data). It would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to make the device adapt to include

long term filtered measurement data because the measurement data generated from the received

pilot signals in Tiedemann, Jr. (see Tiedemann, Jr. col. 7, lines 64-67 and col. 8, lines 1-8 & 20-

23) can be filtered long or short term and the combination would allow for the improved

optimization of handoff and system access that both references are concerned with (see

Tiedemann, Jr.. col. 2, lines 62-65 and Pan, paragraph [0018]).
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Regarding claim 22 Tiedemami, Jr. teaches wherein the pilot strength measurement

message generator is operative to receive measurement data corresponding to at least one pilot

signal, and wherein the pilot strength measurement message further includes at least

measurement data if a strongest pilot signal represented by corresponding measurement data is

less than a threshold (see col. 6, lines 36-47 and col. 8, lines 56-65). Tiedemann, Jr. does not

specifically teach using short term fikered measurement data. Pan teaches using short term

filtered measurement data or short term filtered measurement data according to the signal

strength and characteristic of received pilot signals (see paragraphs [0038] - [0040], response

time of filter relates to long term or short term measurement data). It would have been obvious

to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to make the device adapt to

include using short term filtered measurement data because the measurement data generated

from the received pilot signals in Tiedemann, Jr. (see Tiedemann, Jr. col. 7, lines 64-67 and col.

8, lines 1-8 & 20-23) can be filtered long or short term and the combination would allow for the

improved optimization of handoff and system access that both references are concemed with (see

Tiedemann, Jr.. col. 2, lines 62-65 and Pan, paragraph [0018]).

Regarding claim 23 Tiedemann, Jr. teaches a circuit for producing a pilot strength

measurement message (see col. 6, lines 41-46). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches a pilot strength

measurement message generator operative to receive measurement data corresponding to at least

one pilot signal, and in response, operative to produce a pilot strength measurement message (see

col. 6, lines 41-46 and col. 8, lines 56-65). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches wherein the pilot strength

measurement message includes measurement data based on at least one of a number of pilot

signals in an active set and a nimiber of pilot signals in a candidate set (see col. 8, lines 56-65).
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Tiedemann, Jr. does not specifically teach a pilot strength measurement message operative to

receive both long tern filtered measurement data and short term measurement data corresponding

to at least one pilot signal. Pan teaches a using long term filtered measurement data or short term

filtered measurement data according to the signal strength and characteristic ofreceived pilot

signals (see paragraphs [0038] - [0040], response time of filter relates to long term or short term

measurement data).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention

was made to make the device adapt to include a pilot strength measurement message operative to

receive both long tern filtered measurement data and short term measurement data corresponding

to at least one pilot signal because the measurement data generated from the received pilot

signals in Tiedemann, Jr. (see Tiedemann, Jr. col. 7, lines 64-67 and col. 8, lines 1-8 & 20-23)

can be filtered long or short term and the combination would allow for the improved

optimization of handoff and system access that both references are concerned with (see

Tiedemann, Jr.. col. 2, lines 62-65 and Pan, paragraph [0018]).

Regarding claim 24 Tiedemann, Jr. and Pan teach a device as recited in claims 19 and 22

and is rejected given the same reasoning as above.

Regarding claim 25 Tiedemann, Jr. and Pan teach a device as recited in claim 13 and is

rejected given the same reasoning as above.

Regarding claim 26 Tiedemann, Jr. teaches a wireless device for producing a pilot

strength measurement message (see col. 6, lines 41-45). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches a first reciever

operative to receive at least one ofan active pilot signal and operative to generate measurement

data (see col. 7, lines 64-67 and col. 8, lines 1-8 & 20-23). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches a second
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receiver also operative to receive the at least one ofthe active pilot signal, and in response,

operative to generate corresponding measurement data (see col. 8, lines 56-65). Tiedemann, Jr.

teaches a pilot strength measurement message generator, operatively coupled to the first receiver

and to the second receiver, and operative to produce the pilot strength measurement message (see

col. 6, lines 41-45). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches wherein the pilot strength measurement message

includes measurement data if a strongest pilot signal represented by the measurement data is

greater than a threshold or at least ofmeasurement data of a strongest pilot signal represented by

corresponding measurement data is less than a threshold (see col. 6, lines 35-50). Tiedemann, Jr.

does not specifically teach a first receiver generating long term filtered measurement data; a

second receiver generating short term measurement data; and a pilot strength measurement

message including either long term filtered measurement data or short term filtered measurement

data based upon ifreceived pilot signals are greater than or less than a threshold. Pan teaches

using long term filtered measurement data or short term filtered measurement data according to

the signal strength and characteristic ofreceived pilot signals (see paragraphs [0038] - [0040],

response time of filter relates to long term or short term measurement data).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention

was made to make the device adapt to include a first receiver generating long term filtered

measurement data; a second receiver generating short term measurement data; and a pilot

strength measurement message including either long term filtered measurement data or short

term filtered measurement data based upon ifreceived pilot signals are greater than or less than a

threshold because the measurement data generated fi-om the received pilot signals in Tiedemann,

Jr. (see Tiedemann, Jr. col. 7, lines 64-67 and col. 8, lines 1-8 & 20-23) can be filtered long or
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short term and the combination would allow for the improved optimization of handoff and

system access that both references are concerned with (see Tiedemann, Jr.. col. 2, lines 62-65

and Pan, paragraph [0018]).

Regarding claim 27 Tiedemann, Jr. teaches wherein the at least one pilot signal includes

at least one of an active set of pilot signals and a candidate set of pilot signals (see col. 5, lines

65-67 and col. 6, lines 1-10). Tiedemann, Jr. teaches wherein a pilot strength measurement

message includes at least measurement data based on at least one of a number of pilot signals in

an active set and a number of pilot signals in a candidate set (see col. 8, lines 56-65).

Tiedemann, Jr. does not specifically teach long term filtered measurement data or short term

measurement data; and a pilot strength measurement message including either long term filtered

measurement data or short term filtered measurement. Pan teaches using long term filtered

measurement data or short term filtered measurement data according to the signal strength and

characteristic of received pilot signals (see paragraphs [0038] - [0040], response time of filter

relates to long term or short term measurement data). It would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to make the device adapt to include

long term filtered measurement data or short term measurement data; and a pilot strength

measurement message including either long term filtered measurement data or short term filtered

measurement because the measurement data generated from the received pilot signals in

Tiedemann, Jr. (see Tiedemann, Jr. col. 7, lines 64-67 and col. 8, lines 1-8 & 20-23) can be

filtered long or short term and the combination would allow for the improved optimization of

handoff and system access that both references are concemed with (see Tiedemann, Jr.. col. 2,

lines 62-65 and Pan, paragraph [0018]).
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Regarding claim 28 Tiedemann, Jr. and Pan a device as recited in claim 13 and is rejected

given the same reasoning as above.

Response to Arguments

V. Applicant's arguments filed 2/26/2008 have been fiiUy considered but they are not

persuasive.

Regarding claims 11, 13-14, 17, 19, and 22-28 the combination of Tiedemann, Jr. and

Pan teach a device as claimed.

In response to applicant's argument that the references fail to show certain features of

applicant's invention, it is noted that the features upon which applicant relies (i.e., generating a

pilot strength measurement message that includes measurement data if a strongest pilot signal

represented by the measurement data is less than a first threshold and greater than a threshold

and if at least one of the number of candidate pilots is greater than three and the number of active

pilots is greater than one) are not recited in the rejected claim(s).

In response to applicant's arguments against the references individually, one cannot show

nonobviousness by attacking references individually where the rejections are based on

combinations of references. See In re Keller, 642 F.2d 413, 208 USPQ 871 (CCPA 1981); In re

Merck & Co., 800 F.2d 1091, 231 USPQ 375 (Fed. Cir. 1986).

In addition, claims 11, 14, and 19 have been rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 12, second

paragraph for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards as the invention and as such the art rejection is based on the best possible claim

interpretation in light ofthe rejections under 35 U.S.C. 1 12, second paragraph.
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VI. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in

this Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a).

Applicant is reminded ofthe extension oftime policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end ofthe THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR 1 .136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the date of this

final action.

Conclusion

VII. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to BRANDON J. MILLER whose telephone number is (571)272-

7869. The examiner can normally be reached on Mon.-Fri. 8:00 am to 5:00 pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, George Eng can be reached on 571-272-7495. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). Ifyou would

like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

/George Eng/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2617

May 13,2008

/Brandon J Miller/

Examiner, Art Unit 2617


